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any judgment on it. In seeking to throw ridicule on Mysticism,
they, in reality, betray their own ignorance and unphilosophical at-
titude. The mystic tells them plainly to consider his uttQrances.
from Ms point of view; and if they caimot or will not reach that point^
they had better leave him and his mysticism alone. His language
is: Judge us from within and not from without. You cannot
really know us, unless you were of us.
But what is Mysticism after all ? It is a moral discipline having
for its object the acquisition of a condition, indicating, as a European
mystic puts it, the union of Man with God, or, as an Indian Yogin
might say, a self-realisation, within one's self, of one's identity with.
B-rahim, the Universal Self. In fact, the Indian Yoga does nothing
more than show us a passage from the world of sense-experience into
the spiritual region through the gate of ethics, in view of gaining such
self-realisation.
<e Our whole doctrine ?? (says Jacob Boehme) £c is nothing else
but an instruction to show how man may create a Kingdom of Light
within himself. He in whom the spring of divine power flows, carries
within himself the Divine Image. . . Not I, the I that I am, know
these things, but God knows them in me."
Know thyself, says tixe Veddnta; that Self, (it adds), is the Univer-
sal Self and not the individual egohood which thou deemest to be
thy own Self.
Such is the basic truth, upon which all the mystic systems work.
However much they may differ in matters of form and detail, in their
essence they are all alike.
Their great achievement is the removal of barriers between the
individual and the Absolute and the acquisition of mastery over the
individual. In mystic states we become one with the Absolute and
•abo become aware of our oneness.
tt This?9 (says Prof. James)''is the everlasting and triumphant
'ro^tmlteaditioii,, hardly altered by differences of clime or creed. In
Bhdiiiaia, in Neo-Platomsm, in Snffism, m Christian Mysticism, in
WMtemaaism, we find the same reeurmig note, so that tliere is about
ixttearo^s an eternal unanimity, which. ought to make a
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